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ABSTRACT 

This degree project starts in the interest for fashion spaces. With this project I 
want to challenge the way we can experience fashion. I want to push forward the 
concepts; showroom/ collection. 

The body is always important and the starting point in my projects. The body is 
essential both in the sketching and in the final experience.
More specifically, In this degree project I am investigating how body, furniture 
and puffer jacket can relate to each other. How a puffer jacket collection can be 
perceived spatially and what will it be then.

KEYWORDS

Multi-sensational mash-ups. Intertwine. Hybrid. Body. Interaction. Puffer jacket. 
Movement. Fashion. Furniture. Sculpture. Spatially. Wearable. 
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INTRODUCTION

The start of interest for this project is based in fashion space. To challenge the 
way we use and see these spaces, to push forward the concept of fashion; 
showroom/ store/ event/ collection.

Developing a clothing collection is for me developing a concept in relation to the 
body. Exploring a concept from various viewpoints through different looks in a 
collection. Creating wearable canvases. Im interested in how this concept then 
can be extended spatially to experience the collection. In this project the body is 
one of the main focuses, how the body is involved in experiencing the collection 
spatially, instead of the body only wearing pieces of the collection itself.

With a background in fashion, where my main focus was too, from different 
viewpoints, explore “printed” garments, during my master’s different projects 
has as well developed from a printed viewpoint, but spatially. While working, the 
expression ”print” has extended to more of ”image making” in my latest projects, 
as well as in the degree project. 
In previous projects during my master I have been working with the printed t-shirt 
as the garment to relate too. In this project, by sketching, the puffer jacket 
became the focus.

My research question is:

How can bodies, furniture and the puffer jacket relate to each other to explore 
how a puffer jacket collection can be experienced spatially?
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BODY PARTICIPATION
When I look back at how the body has been involved in my previous projects I 
can see many similarities with the research of my exam project. In an effort to 
get as strong project as possible, I have been trying to analyze what I can benefit 
from what I already know both when it comes to developing concept, sketching 
and textile crafting techniques.

In one of my previous projects during my BA in fashion/ fine art I was working 
with interactive garments. Where the body acted as the engine for a physical 
change of the body silhouette, with no digital or electric involved.
I was developing this project by sketching directly with/ on the body. By this I 
mean, taping on cardboard cubes on different parts of the body then filming the 
body’s movement with this boxes on. Each look has been given a specific 
position where the body to stand in. In this specific position, a “wall” off cubes 
comes together. When the cubes comes together, a motif is also displayed. The 
front of each cube has a part of this motif and when the body is standing straight, 
some of the front sides move to different directions, so the motif will only be 
visible in this specified position.
The project consists of five different looks, with five different positions and with 
five different snow mountain motifs. In look 1 the body is most visible and the 
cubes are the least, in look 5, it is the opposite. In between, there is a gradual 
increase / decrease of boxes / body. The collection is an investigation into the 
transformation of the body’s silhouette with geometric / abstract shapes in and 
without movement. See pictures of the sketching process below. 

As mentioned before the body has for a long time been one of the main focuses 
in my projects. This originates from my bachelor in fashion/ fine art where all 
projects was developed from a bodily perspective. For me the thoughts around 
the body has often explored movement and interaction in relation to shape. The 
shapes tends to flirt with architecture references. In previous projects the body 
has also been transformed into character collages wearing masks. Reflecting 
upon this it seams that I often want to ”build away”, or as I like to express it, to 
shift focus from the body as we see it and rather focus on for example the ability 
of movement.
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Image 1. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson, 
Sketches from an old project 2013.



SOFT SKETCHING
Lately the bedroom has grown on me, or more specifically, how we reflect upon 
the bedroom and the actual bed in a social aspect. In one of my and my lover’s 
last apartment the bed actually became one of our main spot to hang out in when 
we had friends over. The bed was round and placed in the middle of one of our 
rooms, with puffy pillows and duvets. We choose to not name, furnish or use our 
rooms like ”this is the bedroom and this is the living room”, one room had a bed 
and one not and this could as well shift. When we had friends over some of us 
automatically became a ”bed-crew”, or you can also say ”soft-squad”. There was 
a dreamy relaxable energy in this round shaped bed. This bed in comparison with 
the oblong shaped sofas, which is often used as the spot to hand out in, changed 
the dynamics between the people. The sofa is shaped so people only can interact 
with each other in a row. With our round bed people interacted with each other in 
a different way. Sometimes we were as many as eight people in this two meters in 
diameter bed. These reflections are important for my degree project.

So I started to use this method, as I used in the previous project that I explained, 
but instead of sketching with boxes I used our bed, pillow, duvets and with me as 
the body. Unfortunately at this point our round bed was replaced with a square 
shaped bed, but the round shape was still in my mind. In this sketching process I 
wanted to observe how the body was shaped/ positioned together with these soft 
shapes. The sketching process was documented with photos and videos, see 
picture below.
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Image 2. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson, 
Sketches in the bed 2019.



During the sketching process one of my puffer jackets were brought in since I 
needed more soft pieces to sketch with. When going through the photos from the 
session it turned out that the puffer jacket actually played an important role. In 
some sketches I dressed the hood and in some, the whole jacket. It was 
interesting how the jacket grew together with the bed and together with me. I love 
the way the jacket connects the body and the furniture and how you actually can 
experience the puffer jacket through this furniture/ sculpture.
After the photo and video session I continued to sketch with the jacket both in 
photoshop, illustrator and by hand. In the sketches I multiplied the hood or, for 
example, only used the sleeve and so on. I also integrated the jacket with the 
other soft shapes. It was interesting that some of the soft shapes you could 
actually ”wear”. A hybrid of a jacket, furniture, and a sculpture.

To always commute among different sketching methods as well as from 2-D to 
3-D is a very important tool in my process and I also consider this as a part of my 
craft. By working like this new ways of developing my project always appears and 
as I see it, my project also gets more dimensions. In this project have I used both 
photo to document live sketching, video, free drawing, finding lines and shape in 
illustrator (simplifying), finding soft shapes and puffer jackets details in photoshop 
(digital collages) and a lot of prototypes built in cardboard. My aim is to 
translate the sketches over and over again to find new viewpoints. To visualizing 
my thoughts, see examples below.
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Image 3. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson, 
Sketches, findind shape, illustrator, 2019.
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Image 4. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson, 
Sketches, soft shape collages,
photoshop, 2019.

Image 5. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson, 
Sketches, material collages,
photoshop, 2019.
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Image 6. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson, 
Sketches, free drawing, 2019.
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Image 7. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson, 
Prototypes in cardbord, 2018.
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Image 8. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson, 
Prototypes in cardbord, 2018.



TRANSFORMABLE
During the project the furniture from the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, a period 
called ”pop-furniture”, became important for my research. After reading a lot I 
chose to focus mainly on furniture from Italy. Often the furniture from this era 
required a participation of the user to be able to exist. Gaetano Pesces “up” 
series in foam is something that draws my interest. Below you can see the 
process of unpacking the piece, the body in relation to the piece. The process of 
unpacking was very important for the impression of the ”Up” furnitures. This 
bodily interaction is something that I have incorporated in my project. 
This era also had furniture with so called ”flexible function”. Those furnitures had 
several uses depending on how you “unfold” it. Multiple uses is as well something 
that I’ve chosen to work further with in this project.  Bodily interaction in relation 
to multiple uses. 

As mentioned before in the beginning I was building a lot of small prototypes in 
cardboard, where some parts of the pieces where suppose to be able to change 
shape. The prototypes became hard shapes that where suppose to be covered 
with padded textiles. But by sketching with different methods, from different 
viewpoints and with the body direct, this made me think differently when it comes 
to transforming. Transform could both be with hard shapes (changing the 
framework) but also with soft shapes.
So these ”hard parts” are in one way designing the body’s position and the ”soft 
parts” intertwine the body with the piece and as well act as an interactive part. 
With the interactive part I mean that you can wear some parts in the furniture/ 
sculpture, or you can also say, become a part of the piece itself. As well most of 
these details will be able to pull off from the furniture/ sculpture and then be worn. 
The parts that can be worn is not constructed in relation to the body, but to the 
shape of the furniture/ sculpture. There are different solutions to close or wear 
these parts in terms of push bottons, zippers and drawstrings and the placement 
of these is in relation to the body. So I’m constructing puffer jacket parts to a 
furniture/ sculpture that can in different ways be worn by a body, with attaching 
details so the parts can be held up on the body.
Through using both hard and soft parts interesting relations with the body and the 
piece are happening. With the soft shapes the positions of the body can be more 
flexible comparing to only use hard shapes. For me these two different ways of 
transforming is interesting in relation to each other.
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Image 9. Gaetano Pesces “up” series, 
1969.



Hussein Chalayan aw 2000 is an important collection to bring up when it comes 
to the relationship between furniture and fashion. This collection was staged like 
an living room with four chairs and a round table in the middle. First four models 
entered the room in grey dresses, they removed the covers of these chairs and 
put them onto their bodies. The framework of these chairs where then folded 
to four suitcases. The show closes with one more model entering the room that 
steps into the middle of the round table and lift it up, the table transforms into a 
skirt. The inspiration for this collection was refugees of war, people that needed to 
flee their homes and carry their most important belongings in their bags. 
I love this show since the first time I saw it. It is so unexpected and thought 
through. I think the relation between the furniture and fashion is so interesting. 
Also how the materials textile and wood work together.  
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Image 10. Hussein Chalayan aw 2000.



IMAGE MAKING - CRAFT
During my master I have explored how a fashion collection can be perceived 
spatially both with large scale installations, inflatable sculptures and painted large 
scale prints from different perspectives. In these projects have I frequently used 
the word ”print” when discussing my projects. The meaning of the word ”print” 
has changed during these two years. I have realized that ”print” for me is not only 
a motif, it’s more creating an image. This can include everything, for example wall 
paintings together with light boxes and various objects put together. ”Image 
making” might be a better expression to use in this project.
The sketching session in the bed made it clear to me that I wanted to use details 
from the puffer jacket in the actual piece, explore how the fabric is quilted, how 
the details are constructed. I wanted to use the details of a jacket that makes you 
associate this piece to the puffer jacket, like the cuffs, the zipper and press 
buttons. But also play around with the different paddings and fluffiness. While 
playing around with the pattern construction it came clear to me how important 
that knowledge actually is for my making. This made extra sense when I 
constructed ”the Hood-Bag” which is as it sounds, a hybrid of a hood and a bag 
and it´s an outcome of playing around with my knowledge in pattern construction. 
These details and pattern construction is in this project representing the ”image 
making”. By using this method I hope to intertwine the body, furniture and the 
puffer jacket, creating a hybrid. 

In my research I did an interview with the founder of the -Art and design 
fabrication company Bucktron-, Jon Bucktron. His company is producing 
sculptures/ furnitures/ interior for concept stores. We were discussing if he had 
notice any change among the requests he gets, in terms of the importance of 
knowing your material, over the years. How his expertise in casting and molding 
with different materials gives an extra value to the sculptures/ furnitures he 
produce. We also talked about the communication with his clients that they give 
him elbow room in the making, that his material skills counts.
This are something that interest me, since I also build and produce everything 
from scratch. My ideas is based on testing and experimenting, knowing the 
material. This process means everything for me, to constantly try and explore, in 
the material or making prototypes etc. I believe coming from this perspective 
other ideas will be developed, compared with only sketching digitally or by hand.
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Image 11. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson, 
framework, 2019.
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Image 12. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson
Sketching/ sculpting in duvets and 
second hand pieces, 2019.
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Image 13. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson
Framework dressed in foam, 2019.



The fabric that I’m chosen to create the final piece in is a white fine-threaded 
polyester weave that have a very thin coating on one side, this gives the fabric 
a sporty technical look. The sporty association is important in this project. Sport 
references has for a long time been an essential part in my projects during the 
years. This super happy go lucky feeling attracts and annoys me; the sharp and 
controlled expression. Be fast and Just do it! To be able to reach this expression 
it’s really important with a perfectly made finish. I have also chosen to use only 
one quality of fabric and work in all white. I want the details to create the image 
and by choosing only one color and quality they get more attention. This choice 
also put higher requirement of the execution in the details.
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Image 14. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson
Details in textile, 2019.
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Image 15. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson
Details in metall, 2019.



FASHION SPACE
Daniel Koch, in “Fashion and Introduction, exposed, accessible and staged”, 
compares how the scenography plays a major role in a theater is the same way as 
architecture plays a major role in how fashion is presented. Koch also describes 
how the theatre scene is in relation to how many viewing places there are and 
how this two aspects effect each other. As well the relationship with the actors 
should be mutual with each other for the right experience. This is, according to 
Koch, also similar to how fashion is presented in spatial terms, for example in a 
showroom or a store. The relationship between the garment, the room, how the 
people can relate to each other and the movement in the room affects the 
presentation and the experience of a clothing collection. This proves the 
importance of bringing in the body/ bodies from the beginning of the process in 
this project. To be in a constant dialog with the body/ bodies. 

Another interesting reflection is when Bradley Quinn writes in his book ”The 
fashion of Architecture” that shopping has always and will always be reinvented, 
reformulated and redefined - mirroring all changes in society”. He also writes that 
many of the social activities today sustain through shopping. Clothing boutiques 
are merging with cafés, sport centers and even museums, while public spaces are 
being reconfigured to incorporate units into their development.
One interesting example that Quinn also brings up is how Comme des Garçons 
redefining the way fashion are presented. Comme des Garçons boutique in Paris 
at St. Honoré is notoriously empty and still mirroring the brand and for those how 
are interested, the collection could be brought out. According to Quinn, 
Kawabubo´s use of architecture has moved it beyond the confines of retail and 
into the domain of art, creating a space that is at once a gallery and a work of art 
in itself. The store was designed by AB Rogers design studio and finished 2001. I 
think this is an interesting example when it comes to push forward the concept of 
a showroom/ store. It also questioning what retail and fashion actually is. I think 
it’s interesting that Comme des Garçons chosen to not have the actual garments 
visible in the store, that you can experience the collection spatially. The same 
choice have I also made in my project, experience the collection without seeing it. 
There is no puffer jacket collection in this project, only a spatial experience of it. 
This piece might actually be the collection in itself.
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Image 16.  Comme des Garçons
boutique in Paris at St. Honoré.



Another really interesting example is ”Moncler genius” aw19 where the brand 
Moncler had gathered 8 geniuses at Via Guglielmo Marconi in Rom, Italy. Among 
these 8 geniuses is the designer Craig Green. Craig Green is known for his
experimental ways of showing his collections, season after season Green keep 
surprising, both when it comes to collections and the way they are presented. The 
collections has both been displayed through breathing blown up sculptures and 
as well sculptures representing each look that then has been set on fire.  In the 
aw19 collaboration with Moncler, has the looks been placed on material covered 
wooden sculptures that were clamped to the ceiling against blowing fans. This 
sculpture was then rotating, humans weren’t included in this installation. Me, 
among many others, is very impressed of Greens new take on fashion. This is 
definitely a new changing path within fashion. 
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Image 17.  Craig Green ss18.

Image 18.  Moncler genius x Craig Green aw19.



DOES THIS SPATIAL EXPERIENCES EVEN 
MATTER
More and more brands and designers are challenging and pushing the boundaries 
of the concept showroom/ store/ event, creating experiences. By communicating 
a spatial experience in for example a showroom, not only showing the collection, 
I believe that this will in the long run change how we se upon fashion. Fashion 
doesn’t necessarily need to be something you can buy and bring home. Fashion 
could be an experience.

In the Swedish radio program ”Stil”, channel P1, is there an interesting episode 
called ”Fiorucci - fashion stores that had extra everything and more” sent 21st of 
April 2017. In this episode Jörgen Andersson, which is an fashion, apparel and 
retail adviser with long experience, talks about that fashion has became more 
business then feelings and there is a need to go back to the core, create feelings. 
He also believes that brands has been stuck a little bit too long in the thoughts of 
what a store is, it´s not about go shopping anymore, people wants to feel feelings. 
Andersson states that instead there is a need of create venues were people can 
meet and experience things together. Before the act of shopping was the meeting 
between people but now this meeting has changed into require more of an 
experiences to happen. He says that may be we should not define these spaces 
as stores, rather as a place were you can meet, therefore there is a need of 
putting in other things in this space then there often is now. The shopping part 
should be secondary, this you can do through your phone or computer. 
An interesting example that Andersson also brings up in ”Stil” is what the brand 
Nike are doing with their stores/spaces. Nike in Miami and New York are taking 
away product after product and are instead adding sport activities like basketball 
areas and running tracks, adding experiences. 
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Image 19.  Nike store SoHo New York, 
2019.



PUFFER-JACKET-SOFT-SQUAD, PURE 
SCULPTURE.
The shape that I have been working with is some sort of a blend of a sofa and 
a round bed. The small box that stands on the side is suppose to symbolize the 
sofa arm. There are also two slices of the round bed that is put on top of each 
other and then connected in the nib of the slices. When folding them out this 
become some kind of a stare, but also the toppbox could act as a backrest while 
sitting on the bottom box. You can fold them out as much or little depending on 
how much space you want. By this can the body, or rather many bodies be in 
relation to the piece. The choice to add wheels on all boxes is to make the shape 
more flexible to one or more bodies.

The ”soft parts” intertwine the body with the piece and as well act as an 
interactive part. With the interactive part I mean that a body can both wear some 
parts in the furniture/ sculpture when a body are sitting/ laying in the furniture but 
also most of the details are able to pull off from the piece and be worn. The parts 
that can be worn is not constructed in relation to the body, it´s constructed to the 
shape of the furniture/ sculpture. There is several solutions to wear these parts in 
terms of push buttons, holes, zippers and drawstrings and the placement of these 
is connected to the body.
So I’m constructing puffer jacket parts to a furniture/ sculpture that can in 
different ways be worn by a body, only some attaching details are placed in 
relation to a body.

During the process there has been a lot of thoughts and effort put into the 
balance between the shape itself and the puffer jacket. When is the shape 
eating up the puffer jacket and vice versa. There has been a process of testing 
and experimenting with both shape and size of the soft parts. In the end it turned 
out that to be able to communicating the puffer jacket I needed much more layers 
and details than expected.
When I compare the result with many of my sketches the sketches is much more 
covered by the puffer jacket than what it became. When sketching and sculpting 
with textiles in full scale I realized that I wanted the shape itself to show more then 
in the sketches. By using both hard and soft parts I think interesting relations with 
the body and the piece are happening. In one way it feels that I can work with this 
balance forever. With the soft shapes the positions of the body can be more 
flexible comparing to only use hard shapes.

I started this project with the question; how can bodies, furniture and the puffer 
jacket relate to each other to explore how a puffer jacket collection can be 
experienced spatially? I have come to realize that my role, coming from my 
perspective, plays an important role in this context. Both having the knowledge 
and understanding into how a collection is developed, as well the material 
knowledge in textile and also pattern construction is an important strength 
comparing to if I had only been working digital. I believe that digital skills is as 
well important and is something that I want to elaborate with together with my 
current skills. 

The choice of only working in white is there to later be able to work with 
projection. A way for the piece to be even more dynamic and transformable, also 
at this level. This decision is based in a prototype sketching I did together with a 
visual artist where we tried visual mapping on one of my inflatable ”RABBITOS” 
from a previous project. It was interesting how these inflatable sculptures could 
get so different expressions. But instead of project all over motif I want to project 
placement prints, logos.
It´s important for me to keep explore this project spatially in many different ways.
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Image 20. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson, 
inflatable Rabbito, projection, mapping, 



CONCLUSION
I see my work as a spatially fashion collection. The project is there to questioning 
how a collection can be experienced.
In the ”Puffer-jacket-soft-squad, pure sculpture” can you both experience the 
puffer jacket in the actual piece itself by being in the furniture/sculpture and you 
can as well undress the furniture to dress the body. 

At the spring exhibition was I arranging performances where the piece was 
activated. By that I mean that two bodies where dressing themselves by taking off 
piece by piece off the furniture and then in different ways hanging or tying these 
pieces on to the bodies. The pieces has no right or wrong way to be worn. I’ve 
chosen for instance to work with push bottoms because of the endless 
possibilities then the pieces can be attached to each other.  In the performance 
the two bodies were dressing the different parts then they went back to the piece 
and sat or laid down in it. During the performance I choose to play electronic 
music by the artist ”Haj300”. The choice of adding music I believe add up the 
experience and also flirt with showing fashion at the catwalk. Each 
performance had different ways to get dressed, the very first one at my 
examination did I decide the order and placement of the puffer jacket pieces. 
The second time did I decide less and the third time the two how was doing the 
performance decided a lot themself. The rehearsal for the last performance took 
place during the exhibition was open and visitors that where passing by started to 
ask questions, this started conversations and this actually became another more 
intimate way of communicating my project, with the visitors more involved and I 
really liked that. Somehow this became a bit like an workshop were we tried out 
a lot of different combinations in an ongoing communication with people passing 
by. 

During my research for this project the importance of a bodily interaction has all 
the time played a major role. Most of the time, during the spring exhibition, the 
piece weren’t activated but I still wanted to communicate the transformable part 
so I made an ”IKEA instruction” of one part of the piece to make a hint of how 
it can be transformed. In the exhibition I noticed that this actually made people 
want to discover and follow the instruction and interacted with the piece, which 
I didn’t really expected or was the purpose with this instruction. The instruction 
was there to help the visitors imagine the transformation. I thought it was i
nteresting how bold and curious people were.

I think it´s interesting with the contrast when the piece is activated and not. In the 
discussions after the performances people was surprised over the 
transformation. My first thought was that I wanted people to understand this 
transformation even when it´s not activated but then I realized that what I actually 
like is the ”surprise”. You can get a hint of what can happened with the 
”IKEA-instruction” but there is certainly something interesting with the visitors 
creating their own picture and then experience the performance.
This makes me reflect on how I can continue to explore how this project further 
can be communicated. At this moment am I just in the start of planning a 
belonging video for ”puffer-jacket-soft-squad, pure sculpture”, creating a digital 
way of experience this project.

My degree project has made me release how important the event/ active part is 
for my work, this has come clear both in my research but mostly during the 
exhibition. I want to evolve this part in future projects, not only creating a space or 
a piece itself but as well for example think about the music, is something going to 
be served and what will that be, what kind of location - all kind of details that can 
emphasize the project and the experience. There is so many aspects that you can 
play with to create an interesting entirety, to communicate a collection. This might 
not be needed always but could be used in some projects. This is something 
that I want to investigate through collaboration. For example to collaborate with 
experts in different fields like musicians, graphic designers and so on.

Through my projects during these two years have I come to deeper 
understanding of my role in a fashion context. But as well the importance of my 
textile knowledge, how this knowledge is developing my work. It is certainly 
important in my process to work with the material itself. 
These two years of my master has opened up my thoughts of where my work can 
act and also opened up my thoughts about what a collection can be. 
Comparing with my bachelor where all projects where suppose to be 3 - 7 looks 
this has been a much more interesting and challaging way of think and work with 
fashion, to expand mine and hopefully others thoughts.
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Image 21. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson. Transformation 
of hood-bag, from furniture to body, 2019.

Image 22.  Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson.Instructions
hood-bag, from furniture to body, 2019.
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Image 23. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson. Puffer pieces from 
furniture/ sculpture on bodies, 2019.

Image 24. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson. 
Still from the performance, 2019.
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Image 25. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson 
“Puffer-Jacket-Soft-Squad, pure sculpture” 
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Image 2. Sara-Lovise Ask Ewertson 
“Puffer-Jacket-Soft-Squad, pure sculpture” 
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